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Beyond Occidentalism: Toward
Nonimperial Geohistorical Categories
Fernando Coronil
University of Michigan
Are you sure it is my name?
Have you got all my particulars?
Do you already know my navigable blood,
my geography full of dark mountains,
of deep and bitter valleys
that are not on the map?
-Nicolas Guillen, "My Last Name"
A place on the map is also a place in history.
-Adrienne Rich, "Notes toward a Politics of Location"
Frantz Fanon begins the conclusion of Black Skins, White Masks with the
following epigraph taken from Marx's The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte:
The social revolution ... cannot draw its poetry from the past, but only from the
future. It cannot begin with itself before it has stripped itself of all its superstitions
concerning the past. Earlier revolutions relied on memories out of world history
in order to drug themselves against their own content. In order to find their own
content, the revolutions of the nineteenth century have to let the dead bury the
dead. Before, the expression exceeded the content; now the content exceeds the
expression. [1967:223]
Imagining a future that builds on the past but is not imprisoned by its horror,
Fanon visualized the making of a magnificent monument: "On the field of
battle, its four corners marked by scores of Negroes hanged by their testicles,
a monument is slowly built that promises to be majestic. And, at the top of this
monument, I can already see a white man and a black man hand in hand"
(1967:222).' Drawing his poetry from the future, Fanon sought to counter the
deforming burden of racialist categories and to unsettle the desire to root
identity in tradition in order to liberate both colonizer and colonized from the
nightmare of their violent history.
CulturalAnthropology 11(1):51-87. Copyright? 1996, American Anthropological Association.
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In a sharedutopian spirit,here I explore representationalpractices thatportray non-Western peoples as the Other of a Western Self. By examining how
these practices shape works of culturalcriticism producedin metropolitancenters and subtly bind them to the object of their critique, I seek room for a decentered poetics that may help us imagine geohistorical categories for a nonimperial world.2
Imperial Maps
How to represent the contemporaryworld? Maps have often served as a
medium for representing the world as well as for problematizing its representation. From Jorge Luis Borges's many mind-twisting stories involving
maps, I rememberthe image of a map, produced underimperial command, that
replicates the empire it represents.The map is of the same scale as the empire
and coincides with it point for point. In this exact double of the empire's domain, each mountain, each castle, each person, and each grain of sand finds its
precise copy. The map itself is thus included in the representationof the empire,
leading to an infinite series of maps within maps. The unwieldy map is eventually abandonedand is worn away by the corrosive force of time even before the
decline of the empire itself. Thus, history makes the map no longer accurate,or
perhapsturnsit into a hyperrealrepresentationthatprefigures the empire's dissolution.
Unlike cartographers'maps produced under imperial orders, the representations I wish to examine are discursive, not graphic, and seem to be the
product of invisible hands laboring independently according to standardsof
scholarly practice and common sense. Yet they involve the use of a sharedspatial imagery and have the strange effect of producing a remarkablyconsistent
mental picture or map of the world. In everyday speech as much as in scholarly
works, termssuch as the "West,"the "Occident,"the "center,"the "firstworld,"
the "East,"the "Orient,"the "periphery,"and the "thirdworld" are commonly
used to classify and identify areas of the world. Although it is not always clear
to what these terms refer, they are used as if there existed a distinct externalreality to which they corresponded,or at least they have the effect of creatingsuch
an illusion.
This effect is achieved in partby the associations they conjureup as a group
of terms. Often combined into binary sets, these sets forge links in a paradigmatic chain of conceptions of geography, history, and personhood that reinforces each link and produces an almost tangible and inescapable image of the
world. For instance, the West is often identified with Europe, the United States,
us, or with that enigmatic entity, the moder Self. In practice, these paradigmatic elements are frequently interchangeable or synonymous, so that such
terms as "We"or "Self' are often employed to mean Europe, the United States,
or the West-and vice versa. The term"thirdworld,"used since its creationduring World War II to define the "underdeveloped"areas caught between the first
(capitalist) and second (socialist) worlds, has remained the preferredhome for
the Other.3Although many of these categories are of only recent origin, they
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have gained such widespread acceptance that they seem almost unavoidable.
Drawing on the naturalizingimagery of geography, they have become second
nature.
Despite the apparentfixity of their geographic referents, these categories
have historically possessed remarkable fluidity. With postmodern elan, they
have takenon various identities andhave come to identify places and peoples far
removed from their original territorialhomes. Japan,until recently an emblem
of the East, has increasingly been accepted as a memberof the West in international organizationsas well as in popular culture. Raymond Williams, in a discussion tracing the origins of the West-East distinction to the Roman Empire
and to the separationbetween the Christianand Muslim worlds, argues that the
West "hasso far lost its geographical reference as to allow descriptionof, for example, Japanas Westernor Western-typesociety" (1983:333). Noam Chomsky,
in turn, explains, "I'm using the phrase 'Europe,' of course, as a metaphor.
Europe includes and in fact is led by the formerEuropeancolonies in the Western Hemisphereand Asia. And of course Europe now includes Japan,which we
may regardas honoraryEuropean"(1991:13). Historians of Europe are still of
many minds about the birth of "Europe"as a meaningful category, and warn
against the habit of reading history backward, extending the existence of present-day Europe into the past beyond a time when one could reasonably recognize its presence. The "thirdworld," for years firmly anchored in the "periphery"-that is, in Asia, Africa, and Latin America-seems now to be moving
towardthe United States, where the term is being applied not just to areaspopulated by migrantsfrom the original "thirdworld"but to spaces inhabitedby old
domestic "minorities"such as "women of color," and to "underprivileged"ethnic and social groups. Los Angeles is increasingly referredto as "the capital of
the thirdworld,"a designation thatalso serves as the title of a recent book (Rieff
1991).
While one may wish to question the imperial conceit that lies behind this
move to elect as the capital of the "third world" a metropolitan city located
within the territorialboundaries of the old first world, this ironic twist raises
even more basic questions about the stability and meaning of these categories.
If, like Chomsky's "Europe,"these terms are used as metaphors,what are their
original referents? Were they ever not metaphors?Yet, aren't these terms unavoidable precisely because they seem to designate tangible entities in the
world, because they appearto be as naturalas natureitself? In the face of their
slippery fluidity, should our task be, as in the case of Borges's imperial map, to
constructa perfect map by finding words thatfaithfully matchreality "outthere"
point for point? And if we managed to freeze history andreplicate geography in
a map, wouldn't this representationbe ephemeral?Since space too is located in
time and is changing constantly, how could a map representgeography without
apprehendingits movement? But perhapsthis shows thatmaps do not mirrorreality, but depict it from partialperspectives, figuring it in accordance with particular standpointsand specific aims.
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Within academia,the growing awareness of the limitations and ideological
bias of the three worlds schema as a "primitive system of classification"
(Pletsch 1981) has not stopped or significantly altered its almost inescapable
use. The common practice among some scholars of indicating discomfort with
the categories of this classificatory scheme by means of quotes or explicit caveats only confirms its stability and the lack of an alternativetaxonomy. If we
were to choose not to employ the term "thirdworld," would we be betterserved
by such categories as "the underdeveloped world," "backwardareas," or the
euphemism "developingnations"?As soon as new conceptions areconstructed,
as in the case of the call by the South Commission presided over by Nyerere to
promote a "new world order,"they seem to be resituated within the semantic
field defined by the old binarystructure,as was the case when George Bush appropriatedthis phrasemonths after it was formulatedto create his own version
of a "new world order"during the rhetorical war that preceded the Gulf War
(Chomsky 1991:13). The shrinking of the second world has not dissolved the
three world scheme, only realigned its terms. Thus, a noted journalist can say
straightforwardlythat the "Evil Empire turned out to be a collection of thirdworld countries"(Quindlen 1994).
With the consolidation of U.S. hegemony as a world power after 1945, the
"West"shifted its center of gravity from Europe to "America,"and the United
States became the dominantreferentfor the "West."Because of this recentering
of Westernpowers, "America,"ironically, is at times a metaphorfor "Europe."
Perhapsone day Japan,today's "honoraryEuropean,"will become the center of
the West. In this stringof historical turns, it is anotherhistoric irony, as well as
a pun, thatwhat began as an accident-the discovery of America as the "Eastern
Indies"-gave birthto the Occident. Columbus, sailing from the west to reach
the east, ended up founding the West. Perhaps if one day Japan becomes the
West, and today's West recedes to the East, it will turnout thatColumbusindeed
reached, as he insisted, the East.
Given the intimateassociation between Europeand Empire,it is significant
thatin colonial andpostcolonial studies Europeis primarilyequatedwith the nations of its northwesternregion. This exclusion of southernEuropeis accompanied by the analyticalneglect of Spain and Portugalas pioneeringcolonial powers thatprofoundlytransformedpractices of rule and established modularforms
of empire that influenced the imperial expansion of Holland, England, and
France. So ingrained has the association between European colonialism and
northernEuropebecome that some analysts identify colonialism with its northern Europeanexpression (Klor de Alva 1992), thus excluding the first centuries
of Spanish and Portuguesecontrol in the Americas.
The Politics of Epistemology: From Orientalism to Occidentalism
The problem of evaluating the categories with which the world is represented was compellingly faced by Edward Said in Orientalism (1979), a pathbreaking work that raised to a higher level the discussion of colonial discourse
in the United States. I propose to advance a related argumentconcerning West-
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ern representationsof cultural difference that focuses on the politics of geohistorical categories.
In Orientalism, Said defines Orientalism as taking three interdependent
forms: the study of the Orient;a "style of thoughtbased upon an epistemological
and ontological distinction made between the 'Orient' and (most of the time) the
'Occident' "; and a corporate institution dealing with the Orient (1979:2-3).
While Said's discussion of each of these forms relates Orientalismto the exercise of power, his majorconcern is the connection between modernOrientalism
and colonialism. Yet at times Said's discussion ambiguously moves between an
abstractconception of the inevitable partialityof any representationand a historically situatedcritique of the limits of specific representationsas the effect of
unequal power relations. This unresolved tension may create the impulse to approach the gap between Western representationsof the Orient and the "real"
Orient by searching for more complete maps without inquiringinto the sources
of partiality of Orientalist representations.
Said confronted the ambiguity of his formulation in "OrientalismReconsidered" (1986), written in response to the persistence of Orientalist representations in works produced by critics of imperialism. He called for an inclusion of "Orientalists"as part of the study of Orientalism:"because the social
world includes the person or subject doing the studying as well as the object or
realm being studied, it is imperative to include them both in any consideration
of Orientalism"(1986:211).
For Said, the inclusion of the Orientalistsentails a fundamentalcritique of
the forms of Western knowledge informing their works in the following terms:

What, in other words, has never taken place is an epistemological critique at the
most fundamental level of the connection between the development of a historicism which has expanded and developed enough to include antithetical attitudes
such as ideologies of western imperialism and critiques of imperialism on the one
hand and, on the other, the actual practice of imperialism by which the accumulation of territories and population, the control of economies, and the incorporation and homogenization of histories are maintained. If we keep this in mind we
will remark, for example, that in the methodological assumptions and practice of
world history-which is ideologically anti-imperialist-little or no attention is
given to those cultural practices like Orientalism or ethnography affiliated with
imperialism, which in genealogical fact fathered world history itself; hence the
emphasis in world history as a discipline has been on economic and political
practices, defined by the processes of world historical writing, as in a sense
separate and different from, as well as unaffected by, the knowledge of them
which world history produces. The curious result is that the theories of accumulation on a world scale, or the capitalist world state, or lineages of absolutism
depend (a) on the same displaced percipient and historicist observer who had been
an Orientalist or colonial traveller three generations ago; (b) they depend also on
a homogenizing and incorporating world historical scheme that assimilated nonsynchronous developments, histories, cultures and peoples to it; and (c) they block
and keep down latent epistemological critiques of the institutional, cultural and
disciplinary instruments linking the incorporative practice of world history with
partial knowledges like Orientalism on the one hand and, on the other, with
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continued western hegemony of the non-European, peripheralworld. [1986:223224]

This provocative challenge invites multiple responses. Here I propose to
move beyond a predominantlyepistemological critique of Western knowledge
cast in its own terms toward a political understandingof the constitution of the
"West"thatencompasses an examinationof its categorical system. To the extent
that "theWest"remains assumed in Said's work, I believe that Said's challenge,
and the ambiguity in his discussion of Orientalism, may be creatively approached by problematizingand linking the two entities that lie at the center of
his analysis: the West's Orientalistrepresentationsand the West itself.
I wish to take a step in this direction by relating Westernrepresentationsof
"Otherness"to the implicit constructions of "Selfhood" that underwritethem.
This move entails reorienting our attentionfrom the problematic of "Orientalism," which focuses on the deficiencies of the West's representationsof the Orient, to thatof "Occidentalism,"which refers to the conceptions of the West animating these representations.It entails relating the observed to the observers,
products to production, knowledge to its sites of formation. I would then welcome Said's call to include "Orientalists"in our examination, but I will refer to
them as "Occidentalists"in orderto emphasize that I am primarilyinterestedin
the concerns and images of the Occident thatunderwritetheir representationsof
non-Western societies, whether in the Orient or elsewhere. This perspective
does not involve a reversal of focus from Orientto Occident, from Otherto Self.
Rather, by guiding our understandingtoward the relational nature of representations of human collectivities, it brings out into the open their genesis in
asymmetricalrelations of power, including the power to obscure their genesis in
inequality, to sever their historical connections, and thus to present as the internal and separate attributesof bounded entities what are in fact historical outcomes of connected peoples.
Occidentalism, as I define it here, is thus not the reverse of Orientalismbut
its condition of possibility, its darkside (as in a mirror).A simple reversal would
be possible only in the context of symmetrical relations between "Self" and
"Other"-but then who would be the "Other"?In the context of equal relations,
difference would not be cast as Otherness.The study of how "Others"represent
the "Occident" is an interesting enterprise in itself that may help counter the
West's dominance of publicly circulating images of difference. Calling these
representations"Occidentalist"serves to restore some balance and has relativizing effects.4 Given Western hegemony, however, opposing this notion of "Occidentalism"to "Orientalism"runsthe risk of creatingthe illusion thatthe terms
can be equalized and reversed, as if the complicity of power and knowledge entailed in Orientalism could be counteredby an inversion.
What is unique about Occidentalism, as I define it here, is not that it mobilizes stereotypical representationsof non-Western societies, for the ethnocentric hierarchizationof cultural difference is certainly not a Western privilege,
but that this privilege is intimately connected to the deployment of global
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power. In a broad-rangingdiscussion of constructions of cultural difference,
JohnComaroffdefines ethnicity, in contrastto totemism, as a classificatory system founded on asymmetricalrelations among unequal groups, and reminds us
that "classification, the meaningful construction of the world, is a necessary
condition of social existence," yet the "marking of identities" is always the
product of history and expresses particularmodes of establishing cultural and
economic difference (1987:303-305). As a system of classification that expresses forms of cultural and economic difference in the moder world, Occidentalism is inseparably tied to the constitution of international asymmetries
underwrittenby global capitalism. Linking Eurocentrismto capitalism, Samir
Amin argues that "Eurocentrismis thus not a banal ethnocentrism testifying
simply to the limited horizons beyond which no people on this planet has truly
been able to go. Eurocentrism is a specifically modern phenomenon"
(1989:vii).5
While classificatory systems may constructthe relations among their terms
as unidirectional,in effect they always entail different forms of mutuality. Noting that Said has not analyzed the impact of Orientalistimages upon the people
who use them, Nancy Armstrong has shown how Occidentalism involves the
formationof specific forms of racialized and genderedWestern Selves as the effect of Orientalist representations of non-Western Others.6In my view, Occidentalism is inseparablefrom Western hegemony not only because as a form of
knowledge it expresses Western power, but because it establishes a specific
bond between knowledge and power in the West. Occidentalism is thus the expression of a constitutive relationship between Western representationsof culturaldifference and worldwide Western dominance.
Challenging Orientalism, I believe, requires that Occidentalism be unsettled as a style of representationthatproducespolarized and hierarchicalconceptions of the West and its Others and makes them central figures in accounts of
global and local histories. In other words, by "Occidentalism"I refer to the ensemble of representationalpractices thatparticipatein the productionof conceptions of the world, which (1) separate the world's components into bounded
units; (2) disaggregate their relational histories; (3) turn difference into hierarchy; (4) naturalizethese representations;and thus (5) intervene, however unwittingly, in the reproductionof existing asymmetricalpower relations.
Three Occidentalist Representational Modalities
In response to Said's call to deepen the critique of Orientalism, I discuss
threemodes of Occidentalist representationand illustratemy argumentwith examples taken from texts that have played a significant role in the contemporary
critique of imperialism. I do not set these examples against ideal non-Occidentalist texts, for my argumentconcerns implicit assumptions that influence intellectual agendas and cultural habits everywhere, whether in the center or the periphery.At the risk of simplifying their arguments,I select certain elements of
these works in orderto discuss three Occidentalistrepresentationalmodalities:
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the dissolution of the Other by the Self; the incorporationof the Other into the
Self; and the destabilization of the Self by the Other.7
TheDissolution of the Otherby the Self
In this modality of representation,Western and non-Western cultures are
opposed to each other as radically different entities, and their opposition is resolved by absorbing non-Western peoples into an expanding and victorious
West. I discuss this mode by analyzing the transformationof Hegel's dialectic
between Master and Slave into Todorov's interactionbetween Self and Otherin
The Conquest of America: The Question of the Other (1984[1974]).
Perhaps more than any other body of thought, Hegel's philosophy of hishas
influenced the entire political gamutof modernWesterninterpretations
tory
of world development. For the purposes of this essay, I sketch the geopolitics of
Hegel's thought so as to relate his discussion of the dialectic between Master
(Self) and Slave (Other)in The Phenomenology of Mind to his ideas concerning
the historicalplace of Europe,America, Africa, andAsia thathe put forth in Lectures on the Philosophy of History. In these writings, we can see the emergence
of a map of the world that continues to define the Western political imaginary.
In ThePhenomenology of Mind, Hegel arguesthat the "WorldSpirit"is realized through the dialectic between Self and Other. Consciousness of Self,
achieved throughrecognition by the Other,makes possible the movement of the
World Spirit by means of dialectical transformationsthrough which distinct
forms of consciousness mutually constitute each other as spiritualforms and as
historical objectifications. Europe,or the Old World, as Hegel makes clear in his
Lectureson the Philosophy ofHistory, is "thesetting of world history,"the stage
upon which the embodiment of the universal spirit is objectified as History
(1975:171). "The world,"he says, "is divided into the Old and the New." America is "new"not only because it has "recentlycome to be known by Europeans."
Rather,"the New World is not just relatively new, but absolutely so, by virtue
of its wholly peculiar character in both physical and political respects"
(1975:162). America's fauna, he argues following Buffon, was primitive and
weak: "Even the animals show the same inferiority as the human beings. The
fauna of America includes lions, tigers, and crocodiles, but although they are
otherwise similar to their equivalents in the Old World, they are in every respect
smaller, weaker, and less powerful" (1975:163). Because of America's immaturity,its civilizations, as in Mexico andPeru,had no lasting significance, for its
culturewas "purelynaturalwhich had to perish as soon as the spirit approached
it" (1975:162). According to Hegel, "Americahas always shown itself physically and spiritually impotent, and it does so to this day. For after the Europeans
had landed there, the natives were gradually destroyed by the breathof European activity" (1975:163).
Hegel classifies the three continents of the Old World accordingto cultural
principles drawn from distinctions attributedto three geographical areas: uplands regions, broad river valleys, and coastal lands. Since for him these geographical distinctions characterize the three continents of the Old World, he
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feels he can "classify these according to which of the three principles are dominant within them":
Africa, generallyspeaking,is the continentin which the uplandprinciple,the
Asia, on the otherhand,is the
principleof culturalbackwardness,
predominates.
continentin whichthegreatantithesescomeintoconflict,althoughits distinguishing featureis the secondprinciple,thatof the broadrivervalleys;these support
a culturewhichbroodsfor everwithinitself. The totalityconsistsin the unionof
all threeprinciples,andthis is to be foundin Europe,the continentin whichthe
spiritis unitedwithitself, andwhich,whileretainingits own solid substance,has
embarkedupon that infinite process wherebyculture is realised in practice.
[1975:172]
Hegel recognizes that Asia is older thanEurope and presents it as the continent where "the ethical world of political consciousness first arose." It is, he
argues, "the continent of sunrise and of origins in general" where "the light of
the spirit, the consciousness of a universal,first emerged, and with it the process
of world history" (1975:191). He also acknowledges that the cardinalpoints are
relative: "Admittedly, every country is both east and west in relation to others,
so that Asia is the western continent from the point of view of America"
(1975:190-191). Yet he asserts the centralityof Europe as the heir and apex of
ancient civilization. "Butjust as Europeis the centreand end of the Old Worldi.e. absolutely the west-so also is Asia absolutely the east" (1975:190-191).
While geography makes cardinal distinctions relative, history renders them absolute. "World history has an absolute east, although the term east in itself is
wholly relative; for althoughthe earthis a sphere,history does not move in a circle aroundit, but has a definite easternextremity,i.e. Asia" (1975:197). East and
West are thus defined by the convergence of the geographical and the historical,
the naturaland the moral. While the east is "wherethe external and physical sun
rises" and the west is where "it sets," it is in the west "thatthe inner sun of selfconsciousness, which emits a higher radiance,makes its furtherascent. World
history imposes a discipline on the unrestrainednaturalwill, guiding it towards
universality and subjective freedom" (1975:197). Through Hegel's pen, the
Spirit draws a map thatproduces a now familiarimage of the world. "Worldhistory travels from east to west; for Europe is the absolute end of history, just as
Asia is the beginning" (1975:197).
Although Hegel's dialectic engages Masterand Slave in intimate reciprocone
of the consequences of Hegel's Eurocentricview of history is that the
ity,
unfolding of the dialectic is confined to the West; the non-West remains fundamentally externalto it. This regional focus is reproduced,although in attenuated
form, in the most influential elaborationof Hegel's model, Marx's vision of the
universal movement of capitalism. Thus, in Marx's view of history, the emancipatory dialectical relationship between capitalist and worker also unfolds
within the advanced capitalist nations of Europe. But whereas for Marx nonEuropean societies underwrite the development of European nations through
colonialism, primitive accumulation, and world trade, for Hegel these peripheral societies have limited significance for the movement of history. Fanon per-
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ceptively noted how the Hegelian dialectic loses its generativepower as it leaves
Europe and embraces peoples of darker complexion. According to Fanon,
Hegel's dialectical understandingof the Master-Slaverelationdoes not apply to
race relations as defined in center-peripheryinteractions,for in colonial slavery
"the master differs basically from the master described by Hegel. For Hegel
there is reciprocity: here the master laughs at the consciousness of the slave.
What he wants from the slave is not recognition, but work" (1967:220).
Ever since Hegel cast his Eurocentricconception of the evolution of universal history in terms of a struggle between Master and Slave, there have been
numerous attempts to sociologize his philosophical categories and historicize
his ontology of history. Most works that transpose the Master-Slave scheme to
historical situations preserve Hegel's Eurocentric bias while vulgarizing his
dialectic and essentializing his philosophical categories. In this vulgarized
sense of the dialectic, Todorov's The Conquest ofAmerica: The Question of the
Other is implicitly a Hegelian work. It recounts how European Selves (presented as universal Selves) learn to deal with Othernessthroughthe experience
of the conquest, destruction, and domination of Mesoamericans.
Seen as a normativeinjunction,this learninghas a seemingly laudableend:
confronting Otherness should mean that Others are treated as different but
equal. However, this norm takes for grantedthe imperialcategories of Selfhood
and Othernesswhich are the preconditions of this learning.In Hegel, this learning takes place throughthe long movement of history, and its lessons are internal to the "West."In Todorov's account of the relationship between Self and
Other, there is no dialectic in the Hegelian sense, only an interaction between
discrete actors. He presents Mesoamericans as a homogeneous mass, incapable
of reacting to novelty and trappedin an oral culture. Their monological existence is defined by immutablecodes that condemn them to the mere reproduction
of their world until rescued into history by Western intervention. He presents
Europeans,in contrast,as history's agents. Capableof historical action, innovation and self-transformation,their dialogical self-identities are constantly transformed on expandinghistorical terrains.Throughthe experience of dominating
others and learning about their cultures, Europeanslearn about themselves and
become capable of relativizing their perspective. Throughthis interaction between knowledge and conquest, they become capable of turning violence into
love and dominationinto communication.In Todorov's account, Selfhood is an
attributethat identifies history's victors; the West is the space they occupy.
Todorov, like Hegel, celebrates the Self-Other polarity because it is
throughthe clash of its poles that historical progress takes place. But while for
Hegel the struggle between Self and Other entails their mutual transformation,
for Todorov the confrontation between Europeans and Mesoamericans must
lead to the destructionor Westernizationof native Americans. The "hybridization" of Mesoamericans means in reality their Europeanization,the abandonment and destructionof their original cultures. The "hybridization"of Europeans, in contrast, means the evolution of Western culture through its
encompassment of other cultures. The West is a name for history's victors.
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"There is an odd double standardhere which in effect makes it impossible for
the West to lose or the Other to win which is built into the logic of the West"
(Hayden 1991:21). Europeans need Mesoamericans in order to discover who
they are. Thus the discovery and conquest of America is fundamentallythe discovery and making of "Europe"and of the Western "Self." Historical progress
takes place not with, but at the expense of, others.
Although Todorov's intent is to analyze Europeanreactions to Mesoamericans, his work is subtitled The Question of the Other. The question of the Other
is presented as a problemfor the Self, not ofthe Self orfor the Other.In this modality of Occidentalism the Self is assumed. Analysis centers on the problems
the Self confronts but does not include the constitution of the Self as a problem.
The other question is not asked: the question of the Self.
In this representationalmodality, Americabecomes but the territorialstage
for the expansion of the West, and its diverse cultures the object to be absorbed.
Since the Self is identified with history's victors, it is understandablethatthe increasingly powerful United States was identified with America and became a
metaphorfor Europe. In contrast, in Latin America the term "America"refers
first to the entire continent and "Americans"to its inhabitants,although those
continuing to be identified as membersof native societies are often dismissed as
"indios" and excluded from this geoculturalcategory. In the United States, this
exclusion of native populations takes no less insidious forms. President Ronald
Reagan's historical reflection on Native Americans places the benevolent modern Self on the side of history, willing to incorporatethose who are not: "Maybe
we made a mistake. Maybe we should not have humoredthem in that-wanting
to stay in thatkind of primitive life style. Maybe we should have said, 'no, come
join us. Be citizens along with the rest of us.' " (Reagan, quoted in New York
Times 1988).
TheIncorporationof the Otherinto the Self
In this second modality of Occidentalism, a critical focus on Western development unwittingly obscures the role of non-Westernpeoples in the making
of the moder world, subtly reiteratingthe distinction between Other and Self
that underwritesEurope's imperial expansion. I develop this argumentthrough
a discussion of Eric Wolf's Europe and the People without History (1982),
which presents Western capitalism as a transformativeprocess thatoriginates in
the center and engulfs non-Westernpeoples, and Sidney Mintz's Sweetness and
Power (1985), which analyzes sugar's place in the moder world in terms of the
interplay between commodity production in the colonies and consumption in
the imperial center.
While Todorov excludes Mesoamericans from history, Wolf brings nonWestern peoples into the Self's history. His importantbook ambitiously traces
the evolution of mercantileand capitalistdevelopment from the 15th to the 20th
century, focusing on the production of a number of key primary products
throughoutthe world. Against the atomistic view of the world as an aggregate
of independent, thinglike entities, reinforced by the reified categories of con-
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ventional social science, Wolf proposes a historical perspective that seeks to
representthe unitarycharacterof world history. The centralmetaphorinforming
his critiqueof prevailing conceptions of global history is the image of the world
as a pool table in which isolated units bounce against each other without being
affected internally by their collision.
By turningnamesinto things we create false modelsof reality.By endowing
nations,societies, or cultureswith the qualitiesof internallyhomogeneousand
externallydistinctiveand boundedobjects,we createa modelof the worldas a
globalpool hall in which the entities spin off each otherlike so manyhardand
roundbilliardballs.Thusit becomeseasy to sorttheworldintodifferentlycolored
balls, to declarethat"Eastis East, and West is West, andneverthe twain shall
meet."In this way a quintessentialWest is counterposedto an equallyquintessentialEast,wherelife wascheapandslavishmultitudesgroveledundera variety
of despotisms.[Wolf 1982:6-7]
Wolf's alternativeinterpretationseeks to make visible the interaction between
worldwide structuraltransformationsand local changes. Since his book presents capitalism as a global system engenderedby the metropolitancenters, the
interaction between macro and micro levels is presented as equivalent to that
between cause and effect. In Wolf's words, he "hopes to delineate the general
processes at work in mercantile and capitalist development, while at the same
time following their effects on the micro-populationsstudied by the ethnohistorians and anthropologists"(1982:23).
Following this provocative introduction, Wolf's analysis proceeds as an
account of the inexorable movement of capitalism from center to periphery.
Capitalism,understoodas a process of productionof commodities in which labor itself becomes a commodity, originates in Europeand moves to other territories, transformingthem into colonies or outposts for the production of a few
primarygoods. As capitalism expands, various precapitalistsocieties are transformed and rearrangedin order to fulfill the requirementsof capitalist production. One by one, the productionof specific commodities-wheat, sugar,coffee,
gold, diamonds, meat, and so on-comes to reorderand determine the fate of
precapitalistsocieties. Their incorporationinto the capitalistmarketmeans their
entranceinto history.
In this analysis, the interactionbetween Europeand its Othersis largely restrictedto the transformationof precapitalist societies underthe impact of capitalist production.While Wolf starklydepicts its fundamentalasymmetry,his account of this interaction gives the impression that agency is located
predominantlyat one end. "If the world is a 'global pool hall,' the Europeanbilliard ball is composed of solid steel while those of non-Europeansare of the
flimsiest papier mache; in the aftermath of collision, Europe continues on
course unscathed, while the other party is utterly transformed(or brutalized)"
(Herron 1991:2). There is little mutuality in this conception of interaction;the
capitalist steel ball stamps its mark upon the places it traverses without being
significantly affected by them. As the capitalist steel ball moves towardnew territories, commodity production takes place in predictablepatterns.
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Perhaps because of his zeal to critique the power of capitalism, Wolf focuses his discussion on the global impact of commodity production.Yet the peoples and societies producing these commodities or affected by their production
are largely absent, save as another commodity, labor-power. In contrast to
works in which Wolf has compellingly analyzed the culturaltransformationsof
colonized societies, in this book the narrativefocuses on the inexorable movement of capitalism as a system of productionof things, obscuring how capitalism itself is the productof humanactivity. Thus, the history of the peoples without history appears as the story of a history without people. Not even Europe
seems populated, for in this account "Europe"is a metaphorfor capitalism. The
story of capitalism as a self-expanding system becomes history.
Like Wolf, Mintz, in Sweetness and Power: ThePlace of Sugar in Modern
History, examines capitalism as a system of productionof commodities for the
market.Mintz focuses on one product,sugar, and two processes, productionand
consumption.The book neatly moves from sugar productionin the West Indies
to its consumption in England. In certainrespects, this narrowingof focus gives
this work a particularlydeep scope, for Mintz is able to show how England itself
was affected by developments in its colonies. By carefully examining changing
patternsof colonial sugar production and imperial sugar consumption, he provides a texturedimage of how the increasing availability of sugar in Europe as
a result of the development of plantation economies in the colonies affected
changing patterns of metropolitan consumption, including the cultural understandingsattachedto sugaras it ceased to be an elite productand became a staple
for the laboring classes. He also points out that plantationsugar productionset
a model for the organization of factory production in England. This suggests
that the development of industrialcapitalism in England could be reconceptualized not only as the result of domestic transformationof production and of the
division of labor (the classic story of the internal breakdownof feudalism, the
evolution of the puttingout system first into manufacture,then into machinofacture, and so on) but also as the expression of the spatially separate but historically related process of colonial domination.
While Mintz's discussion of sugar production and consumption offers a
compelling view of the interaction between colonies and metropolitancenters,
he does not justify the basic theoretical and organizationalscheme that informs
his account:productionin the colonies, consumptionin the center. This division
is takenfor granted,as if the colonies' relation to sugarcould be reduced to their
role as producersfor the imperialcenter, or as if the consumption of sugarwould
take place only in England. What happened to sugar in the colonies? How was
it consumed, both by the elites and the laboringclasses? Whatmeanings were attached to the commodity upon which the life of the colony depended? Why do
we see pictures in the book of a variety of candied treats in Europe-for instance, such imperial "sweets" as a bust of George V, a replica of the royal state
coach, the cathedralof Notre Dame, even a life-size chocolate female nude lying
on a bed of six hundredsugar roses-but only one picture of sweets in the colonies, the photographof fantastic candy skulls, tombs, and wreaths preparedin
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Mexico for el dia de los muertos (All Saints' Day, or "the day of the dead"). In
a brief explanationof that photograph,Mintz tells us that"the artistic and ritual
association between sugar and death is not a Mexican monopoly; in much of
Europe, candied funeral treats are popular"(1985:185). Throughoutthe book,
Mintz only occasionally notes the place of sugar in the colonies as an item of
consumption. For instance, he comments that sugar consumption in old sugar
colonies like Jamaica was substantial, for "slaves were given sugar, molasses
and even rum as partof their rations"(1985:72). Yet these brief references only
create a desire for a more extended discussion of the local consumptionof sugar.
Given this lack, it is difficult to understandthe multiple meanings of sugar in
Caribbeansocieties, to sense its evocatory power, such as when Celia Cruz, the
great Cuban singer who popularized Caribbeanmusic throughout the world,
punctuatesher songs with her inimitable exclamation "iazuicar!"(sugar!). But
since sugar was fundamentallyproducedfor export, it is particularlyimportant
to ask, Was sugar consumed in the colonies only as sugar?
Sugar was also consumed as money. Given the double characterof commodities as use values and exchange values, it may thus be helpful, particularly
in colonial and neocolonial contexts, not to restrictthe analysis of commodities
to their use value, that is, to their consumption as sensuous things endowed with
particularattributes and utility. What would happen if sugar and other commodities were analyzed also as exchange values, as materialvehicles for capturing "hard"metropolitancurrencies,that is, as export commodities whose dominant function is to serve as means of exchange? The examination of their
"consumption" would entail an analysis of how they are transformed into
money, andspecifically into internationalcurrency.If we analyze the process by
which the value of these colonial commodities is realizedthroughtheir transformation into money, we could then take another step and see how these commodities circulate as money in both metropolitanand colonial societies. Since
the value of money is realized through its transformationinto other commodities, we could extend this analysis furtherand include as well the uses to which
sugar money is put.
In this expanded sense of the consumption of commodities, sugar, as sugar
money, was "consumed"in multiple forms: it purchasedthe accoutrementsof
social status for an emerging class; it supported, through taxation and other
means, the imperial state and its outposts in the colonies; and, as capital (that is,
transformedinto means of production), it contributedto the expansion of capitalism at home and abroad. Its consumption as capital is most significant, because as self-expanding value it had a multipliereffect. Sugarmoney fueled the
slave trade, turning millions of people into commodities, carving the path for
their forced migration,creating conditions for the formationof plantationsocieties built aroundthe massive productionof a single product,and making the fortunes of these people depend upon the shifting demandand volatile price sugar
commandedin changing world markets.
Given this emphasis on sugar's exchange value, it becomes necessary to
discern how the price of sugar is determined.A common view, of course, is that
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the price of commodities results from the play of supply and demand. Yet there
are additional social and political dimensions that intervene in the formationof
price, for "price"is a complex category that reflects struggle and competition
among the many social actors involved in the productionand exchange of commodities. The effort to see the mechanisms of price formation as unfolding not
just in the market,regardedas a separatedomain, but within society as a whole
distinguishes a Marxist perspective. Taking this perspective, we may see how
"sugarmoney," as the expression of the metamorphosisof sugarinto value, is an
index of multiple social relationships.
As is well known, Marx, in response to certain ambiguities in Adam
Smith's theory of value, arguedthattotal surplusvalue, as the exclusive product
of labor power, is divided among profits for capitalists, rents for landowners,
and wages for workers (in the case of slaves, the cost of theirreproduction).According to his analysis, profits and rents do not reflect the proportionalcontribution of capital and land to the price of commodities, as Smith suggested, but
the social power of capitalists and landowners. Marx argued that the competition among different forms of capital and the struggle among opposing social
classes affect not only the distributionof surplus value but also the level of market prices. Landowners, by demanding a rent, influence the level of prices. By
directing our attention to land-groundrent, we may link readily observable and
quantifiable measures, such as the level of supply and demand, to the more
opaque but no less significant worldwide power relations affecting the determination of commodity prices.
I believe that our understandingof colonial histories would be enhancedby
taking fuller advantageof the category of "land-groundrent."Marx felt thatthis
category together with "capital-profit"and "labor-wages"formed the "trinity"
that "holds in itself all the mysteries of the social production process"
(1981:953), a strong claim even for Marx, yet one that he supportedwith laborious scholarship.8Given the intellectual and political climate of our postmodern times, few may wish to accompanyme in regardingthese tools as useful. Yet
I believe that what is at stake is not a trivial technical matterbut the possibility
of analyzing capitalist productionas a totalizing social process that involves the
increasing commodification of social life and the simultaneous production of
things and of social relations. Of course, the danger in using tools that claim to
have such general applicabilityis thatthey may homogenize and flatten what are
distinct historical terrains.However if these tools are used flexibly-as a broom
ratherthan a hammer-they may clear the ground and reveal how each society
is affected by particularforms of commodification.
The recognition of the centralityof ground rent for capitalism should lead
to a different view of colonial and imperial histories and of capitalism itself. It
entails the inclusion of "land"(by which Marx meant all the powers of nature)
as well as of the social agents identified with it, in particularthe state as the sovereign representativeof a nationalterritory.As Lefebvre has argued, a focus on
the commodification of land together with that of labor and capital-Marx's
"trinity"formula-should displace the capital-labor relation from the ossified
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centrality it has been made to occupy by Marxist theory (Lefebvre 1974). This
shift from a binaryto a triadicdialectic expandsthe geographical and social referentsof capitalism and decentersEurocentricconceptions that reduceits development to a dialectic of capital and labor originatingin advanced "centers"and
engulfing a passive "periphery."Rather than homogenizing capitalism, this
global perspective should bring out its contradictionsand complexity, showing
how its totalizing impulse is only partially fulfilled and making visible the social spaces that lie outside its control.9
Few anthropologistshave contributedas much as Wolf and Mintz to the understandingof the links between colonial and imperialhistories. With respect to
the books discussed here, whereas Wolf's broad vision reveals patterns in the
global movement of capitalist expansion, Mintz's concentrated focus makes
visible the dynamic interaction between colonial production and metropolitan
consumption. As much by what they accomplish as by what they leave uncharted,their works show that if we examine commodities in their double life as
objects of utility and sources of exchange, we can see how their multiple transfigurations are part of a wider social metamorphosisthat necessarily involves
the productionof social relations. Since the agents involved in commodity production do not appearready-madeon history's stage but are constituted by their
activity, a comprehensive study of colonial commodities must address as well
the production of the social agents that participatein their production.
In this respect, we may find instructiveCuban Counterpoint:Tobacco and
Sugar (1995[1940]), written by Cuban anthropologistFernando Ortiz, a pioneering work that sees sugar and tobacco as windows into Cubanhistory. Ortiz
develops the concept of "transculturation"in order to grasp the reciprocally
transformativecharacterof cultural encountersunder colonialism, as opposed
to the unidirectionalconcepts of "acculturation"and "culturalcontact"prevailing in British and U.S. anthropology in the 1930s.10Weaving together various
theoreticalperspectives and narrativemodalities, Ortizshows how sugarand tobacco are elements in an ongoing interactionacross cultural boundarieswhich
involves the mutual production of commodities and society. His treatmentof
commodities offers an unusual understandingof the intimate links between colonial commodity production and the making of colonial societies.
Treating commodities as complex hieroglyphs, Marx focused on the mysof
tery exchange value and dealt but tangentially with the complexities of use
value. For some years now, there has been a move away from Marx's concern
with the relationship between exchange value and value. Some steps in this reorientationhave been taken by Jean Baudrillard,who has insisted on the need to
problematize use value as part of a more sweeping critique of Marxist epistemology, and by the cultural studies approach,which has brought the study of
consumption to the foreground. Perhapsthe strongest departure,however, has
come from the field of economics. Treating the labor theory of value as either
wrong or irrelevant, neoclassical as well as some Marxist economists have reduced exchange value to price and have treatedprice as a measure that can be
readily derived from quantitativedata concerning supply, demand, and technol-
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ogy." It is worth remembering,however, thatjust as "use" is not a naturalbut
a culturalcategory, "price"is not merely an "economic"but a political measure,
and neither term can be understood independently of the other or outside their
common involvement in the history of capitalism's global expansion.
The expansive, boundary-crossingimpulse of capitalist production struck
thinkers who witnessed the early period of British colonial domination. John
StuartMill recognized, from an imperial perspective, the intimate connection
between England and its colonies.
These are hardlyto be looked upon as countries,carryingon an exchangeof
commoditieswith othercountries,but moreproperly,as outlyingagriculturalor
estates belongingto a largercommunity.OurWest Indiancolomanufacturing
nies, for example,cannotbe regardedas countrieswith a productivecapitalof
theirown [butare,rather,]the place whereEnglandfinds it convenientto carry
on the productionof sugar,coffee anda few othertropicalcommodities.All the
capitalemployedis English capital;almost all the industryis carriedon for
Englishuses;thereis little productionof anythingexceptfor staplecommodities,
and these are sent to England,not to be exchangedfor things exportedto the
colonyandconsumedby its inhabitants,butto be sold in Englandfor the benefit
of proprietorsthere.The tradewith the WestIndiesis hardlyto be consideredan
externaltrade,but moreresemblesthe trafficbetweentown and country.[cited
in Mintz1985:42]
JohnS. Mill illuminates certainaspects of the relations between empire and
colony ("the traffic between town and country"),yet obscures not only the violent natureof these connections but also many of their specific manifestations.
This treatmentof colonies as the empire's "hinterland,"according to Raymond Williams, is an ideological transpositionto the internationallevel of the
mystifying country and city model. In his pathbreakingThe Country and the
City (1973), Williams argues that the representationof the divisions between
countryand city should be seen as the result of a unified process by which social
practices and forms of consciousness are at once mutually constituted and become separatedand opposed. The cultural constructionof urbanand rural sectors tends to abstracttheir features and to give them a metaphysical status, presenting domains that are social and interrelatedas if they were natural and
autonomous. Williams's work suggests that we examine the historical encodings of country and city so that we may trace the hidden connections that reside
within these concepts. His observation that "one of the last models of the 'city
and the country' is the system we now know as imperialism"(1973:279) directs
our attention to the links between colonial centers and colonized peripheries.
"At the global level we may observe the same ideological concealment that operates domestically: a tendency to obscure the mutually constitutive relationship between center ('city') and periphery ('country') and to representthem as
separateentities whose characteristicsappearas the consequence of intrinsic attributes"(Skurskiand Coronil 1992:233). Just as viewing England's colonies as
its "countryside"was for John Stuart Mill a natural fact of empire building,
treatingLatin America as the United States' "backyard"is a ruling assumption
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of official ideology andpolitical practice, as when PresidentClinton, in describing U.S. vital interests in Haiti, stated, "First of all, it's in our backyard."12
So pervasive was the impact of colonial productionon the internationaldivision of labor and on the constitution of colonial societies that even after independence these nationshave continued to depend on primaryexportproduction.
As independentrepublics, most of these ex-colonies have institutedprojects of
national development designed to promote economic diversification. But since
these modernizingprojects are typically financed by foreign exchange obtained
throughthe exportof primaryproducts,they often have the paradoxicaleffect of
intensifying the productionof traditionalexport commodities, therebyrecasting
the old colonial role of these societies in the internationaldivision of labor as
primary producers. Neocolonialism thus follows postcolonialism. In this respect, the "post"of postcolonialism is not a sign of the overcoming but of the reproductionof colonialism.
It is thus understandablethat the present worldwide turntowardfree market economics, with its commandto erect the marketas the source of the natural
and the rational,has led to the reprimarizationof many economies whose partial
diversification had been achieved through state protectionism, which is now
seen as the locus of the artificial and irrational.It is being rediscovered, with a
convenient mixture of historical amnesia and imperial nostalgia, that the comparative advantage of the ex-colonies lies in their colonial role as sources of
cheap labor and raw materials. These neoliberal policies assume a view of nations as independentunits, whose transformationand historicalprogressdepend
on internal "adjustments."
Focusing on the dynamic exchange between metropolitanand (neo)colonial societies would lead to a less dichotomous view of their identities and to a
unifying conception of capitalism. Ratherthan the West molding its Others,the
emerging image would reveal hidden connections obscured within these imperial dichotomies.
TheDestabilizationof Self by Other
While in the previous two modalities of Occidentalism, non-Westernpeoare
either dissolved or incorporatedby the West, in this thirdform they are
ples
presentedas a privileged source of knowledge for the West. This knowledge becomes available, as in the first modality, by opposing Westernand non-Western
peoples as contrastingentities, but in this case the depiction of radicalOtherness
is used to unsettle Westernculture. By examining Michael Taussig's TheDevil
and CommodityFetishism in South America (1980) and Timothy Mitchell's
Colonizing Egypt (1988), I wish to show how the use of polarized contrastsbetween cultures that are historically interrelatedhas the effect of exalting their
difference, erasing their historical links, and homogenizing their internal features, unwittinglyreinscribingan imperial Self-Other duality even as it seeks to
unsettle colonial representations.13
In The Devil and CommodityFetishism in South America, Taussig examines fantastic devil beliefs in South America as critical responses to encroaching
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capitalism by peoples unaccustomed to its objectifying logic, and argues that
capitalism's naturalizedassumptions are also fantastic constructs that only our
long familiarity has made appearcommonsensical. In his book, ethnographyis
inseparablefrom cultural critique. Taussig has objected to accounts that reproduce capitalism's phantom objectivity by reinscribing its forms of knowledge,
arguing that "critique sustained in conventional terms sustains conventions"
(1980:13). Evidently, he seeks to find critical counterconventionsin the beliefs
of peoples not yet subjected to capitalism's all-encompassing logic.
The bearersof precapitalistculture in Taussig's TheDevil and Commodity
Fetishism are Colombianpeasants and Bolivian miners. In my view, the heartof
this book is its analysis of a set of beliefs concerning two rituals for obtaining
money, the baptism of the bill and the devil contract, which Taussig interprets
as expressing peasant reactions to capitalist commodification in Colombia's
Cauca valley. Taussig offers a brief descriptionof these beliefs and an extensive
interpretationof theirmeaning. The ethnographicaccount seems to be intentionally thin; we are told little aboutthe place of devil beliefs within a largerensemble of beliefs and practices, believers and practitioners.Questions such as who
accepts them and how belief relates to practice seem to be out of place. In fact,
Taussig argues that it does not matterwhether these rituals are practiced; what
matters is that people believe that they are sustained, because he is concerned
"with a collective belief" (1980:95).
Taussig believes, however, thatdevil contractsreally do take place, and he
supports this claim by stating that he knows two folk healers who arrangesuch
contractsandby giving one example. His example, a story he was told by a close
friend, departs considerably from his original formulaic description of devil
contracts(1980:95). The story tells of a man born on the Pacific coast who came
to the Cauca valley as a young boy. He worked intermittentlyon the plantation,
and frequently visited his fatheron the Pacific coast, where he acquiredknowledge of magic. Increasingly resentful of plantation work, he decided to make a
pact with the devil. To this end he bought several books of magic that are sold
in the plantationtown marketplace.Drawing on their instructions,he performed
the following ritual:
One day he went to the sugarcanefield andevisceratedthe palpitatingheartof a
blackcatoverwhichhe casthis spell (oraci6n,or prayer).No soonerhadhe done
so thana tremendouswindcameroaringthroughthe sugarcane.Terrified,he ran
away."Hedid it in orderto sell his soul to the devil, so thathe could get money
withoutworking,"said my informant.[Taussig1980:96]
This individual example of a "collective belief" raises many questions concerning a variety of issues: the role of individual creativity and agency (of the informant, if this was but a tale; of the ritual performer,if the event took place);
the existence of a flexible repertoireof devil contracts (if this particularritual is
partof a largerset of beliefs or practices);the rigidity of the devil contract(if the
moral of this story is that modifications of formulaic rituals will lead to disastrous results); and the role of books of magic in the development of peasants' re-
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sponses to capitalism. More fundamentally, this example suggests the importance of relatingritualbelief to ritualperformanceand relatingtalk aboutrituals
to beliefs in rituals. But since Taussig uses this illustrationas an example of the
devil contract,its place in the text raises an even more basic question: What is
this example an example of?
In the narrative,Taussig depicts Colombian peasants as the subjects of a
naturaleconomy ruled by use value and of a precapitalistculture organized by
the logic of analogical reason. In my view, this story of the devil contractis an
example of the precapitalistOther.That is, this illustrationworks as an example
of an example in a paradigmaticchain of examples of Otherness.It is an example of the devil contract in the same sense that the devil contract is an example
of peasant consciousness, and peasant consciousness is an example of natural
economy, and naturaleconomy is an example of noncapitalistsociety, and noncapitalist society is an example of analogical versus causal rationality,and each,
in turn, exemplifies the Other. In each case, ethnographiccontextualization is
relinquishedfor the sake of a higher purpose:to constructan image of Otherness
that, by standing in opposition to "our"capitalist culture,can help us demystify
its underlying assumptions. If the peasants are models of Otherness, any one of
their beliefs may stand for them. Given this paradigmaticstructure,what seems
importantin this narrativeis to conjureup an image of an alternativecultureand
to avoid producing a conventional ethnographic account that reproduces the
West's objectifying gaze. At stake is a conception of ethnographyas a particular
kind of cultural critique. Instead of risking objectifying others along conventional lines, Taussig provides a suggestive portraitof peasant cultures, but one
drawnless as a means to understand"other"societies in theiruniquecomplexity
than as a way to gain a critical vantage point to critique "our"own.
Taussig's exceptional contribution to the ethnographyof Latin America
lies precisely in his having opened up an imaginative space for understanding
fundamentalcultural differences. Yet his own analysis permits one to interrogate his mannerof constructing difference and to ask, Who are "they"and who
are"we"?Ironically, Taussig constructsthese peasants into Othersby leaving to
one side his examination of "their"history, and in so doing mystifies as well
what appearsas "our"history. In two informative historical chapters that precede his analysis of these rituals, he shows how the peasantsin the Cauca valley
are the offspring of a long process of slavery, colonial domination, and market
involvement. That some of these peasants managed to create relatively isolated
communities during the 19th century only heightens the significance of their
centuries-longengagement with marketforces andforms of capitalist commodification. Yet, so that they might defamiliarize our understandingof capitalism,
he constructsthem as pure emblems of precapitalismand places them on an island of Otherness, untouched by commodity fetishism. By his own account,
however, these peasants are in fact coauthors of the history of Western capitalism and should be seen as partof the Westernworld. Just as their slave ancestors
contributedto the making of the Occident, these peasants are engaged today in
reproducingWestern capitalism. The books of magic that some of them read in-
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elude codified responses to marketforces whose roots may be tracedback to the
EuropeanMiddle Ages and beyond. As if by a hidden historical affinity, their
devil beliefs involve a transformationand adaptationof these Europeanbeliefs
to their own conditions and traditions.
In an increasingly interrelatedworld, it is to be expected thatbooks and beliefs participatein complex global circuits of exchange across time and space. In
effect, while Taussig claims thatonly from the precapitalistmarginscan one demystify the all-encompassing phantom objectivity of capitalist culture,he sees
the peasants' responses to capitalism in South America throughthe prism of his
previous understandingof capitalist culture derived from the defamiliarizing
writings of Marx, Benjamin, Lukacs, and Adorno. Their books, like the books
of magic available to the Colombian peasants, codify various responses to commodity culture. The very existence of these books and of the critical traditions
they representshows that commodity culture is not of one piece or all-encompassing, that its phantomobjectivity has been resisted by popularand intellectual traditionsboth in Colombia and in Europe, and that its conventions include
counterconventions. One could perhaps imagine the occurrence of a hidden
transculturalexchange between devil beliefs and Europeancritical theory. It is
by resituating and rearticulatingthese interconnectedbeliefs and traditionsthat
Colombian peasants, as well as Taussig, make sense of their world.
Mitchell's splendid works Colonising Egypt (1988) and "TheWorld as an
Exhibition" (1989) illustrate an interesting variation of this modality of Occidentalism. His provocative analysis of colonialism is also based on a sharpdistinction between Self (Occident) and Other (Orient). Instead of focusing on the
Other in order to destabilize the Self, however, Mitchell focuses on the Self's
expansion into the Other-the European colonization of Egypt-as a process
that illuminates the Self. For him, the colonization of Egypt involved "the
spreadof a political orderthat inscribes in the social world a new conception of
space, new forms of personhood, and a new means for manufacturingthe experience of the real" (1988:ix). Since colonialism implied the attemptto impose a
Western'metaphysicson an Orientalone, the analysis of colonialism entails the
examination of the ontological and epistemological assumptions underwriting
Western metaphysics. Drawing on Heidegger's view of modernity, Mitchell
views the metaphysics of modernity as entailing the splitting up of the world
into "representation"and "reality."Following the logic of the world's seeming
division into two, Mitchell argues thatthis distinction correspondsto anotherdivision of the world, into the West and the non-West (1988:32). Thus, the colonization of Egypt is simultaneously the construction of the West by means of
this foundational metaphysical principle: the separation between reality and
representation.Mitchell's discussion of Western metaphysics is furtherilluminated by his fascinating account of the complementary perspective offered by
Oriental visitors to the Occident.
While Mitchell's book focuses on Western metaphysics, his argumentrequires that it be opposed to an alternative conception of order-an Oriental
metaphysics. In order to highlight the contrast between Western and Eastern
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modes of manufacturinga sense of the real he offers Bourdieu's description of
the Kabyle house. This house, like Taussig's Colombianpeasants, stands in his
narrativeas an example of a radically different order of things, an instance of
"Otherness."Interestingly, Mitchell recognizes this similarity in a comment
that shows his awareness of the risks entailed in the use of polarized totalities
that come to be inhabited by collective prejudices and anxieties.
Becausethe purposeof such examplesis to makevisible our own assumptions
about the natureof order by contrastingthem with a kind of order whose
assumptionsaredifferent,I runtheriskof settingupthisotheras theveryopposite
of ourselves.Such an opposite, moreover,would appearinevitably as a selfcontainedtotality,andits encounterwiththe modernWest wouldappear,again
inevitably,as its rupturingand disintegration.These sorts of self-contained,
precapitalisttotalitiesacquirethe awful handicap,as Taussighas remarked,of
havingto satisfy our yearningfor a lost age of innocence.Such consequences,
thoughperhapsinevitable,areundesiredandunintended.[1988:49]
Despite Mitchell's recognition of the undesirableconsequences of polarized typologies, he constructsEgypt as a self-contained, precapitalisttotality in
orderto make visible the assumptions underpinningcapitalist culture. Building
on Bourdieu's account of the Kabyle house in Algeria, Mitchell provides a detailed exegesis of it as an expression of a radically different conception of the
world. The logic governing its spatial organizationreveals the relationalcharacter of its various components, viewed as forces, not objects. His conclusion is
thatthe house defines "a way of dwelling thatdid not reduce orderto a question
of the relationshipbetween things and theirplan, between the world and a map"
(1988:49). The house is an emblem of an orderin which there is no split between
reality and representation.It is not the case thatin this orderthe relationship between objects and people, meanings and practice, is differently articulated,that
objectification and representationhave come to assume different forms. Rather,
here there are no representationsand no symbols, only contextual relations and
associations.
Such relationsare not the relationsbetweenan object and its meaning,as we
wouldsay, or betweena symbolandthe ideafor whichit stands.Thereis nothing
symbolic in this world.... These associations,in consequence,shouldnot be
explainedin termsof anysymbolicor cultural"code,"the separaterealmto which
we imaginesuchsigns to belong.Theyariseentirelyfromtheirparticularcontext,
in the differenceand similaritythatproducescontext, and are as many and as
variedas such contextsmightbe. [1988:60-61]
It is against this Easternworld of immanentmeanings thatthe West appears
as a world split by the separationbetween reality and representation.Mitchell's
book is structuredin terms of the binary opposition between two historical actors who standfor, or are constituted by, these differentmetaphysics. Each actor
appearsas a boundedhomogeneous totality, without fracturesor contradictions,
withoutlong-termhistorical connections, withoutpeople-classes or categories
of people-taking different positions or respondingin distinct ways to their re-
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spective worlds or to the often violent collision among them. Mitchell's didactics of polarized contrastsreveals much about Westerncolonialism. Yet perhaps
one of the undesiredand unintendedconsequences of the contrastingopposition
that structuresthis study of colonialism is that its innovative examinationof the
underlying metaphysics of the moder West ends up producing West and East,
and colonialism itself, as metaphysical entities.
In my view, the call to question the epistemological assumptionsunderpinning Orientalistrepresentationsentails interrogatingmodes of constructingcultural diversity that mystify the connections between Western and non-Western
peoples, either inflate or erase their distinctive differences, and thus risk stabilizing a hegemonic categorical order.Just as Orientalistaccounts arepartialnot
because of their inherentincompleteness, representationsof non-Westerncultures have colonizing effects not because they depict diversity. What makes a
difference is not the inscriptionof difference but the kind of difference it makes.
In other words, there is no such thing as an immaculate representation.
Since all representationsare saturatedwith history, the issue is to recognize the
implications of theirinvolvement in history. At stake is the accountabilityof our
accounts, a matterof politics ratherthan of metaphysics, of alterablehistorical
consequences rather than of unavoidable transhistorical effects, or more precisely, of the politics of epistemology and of the epistemology of politics. In my
view, challenging an imperialorderrequiresoverturningthe Self-Otherpolarity
thathas served as one of its foundationalpremises. This requiresthatcultures be
seen, as Ortizand Said propose, in contrapuntalrelation to each otherratherthan
taken to be autonomousunits, that their difference be historicized ratherthanessentialized, and that their boundaries and homogeneity be determined,not assumed.'4 This contrapuntalperspective may encourage the development of a
decentered "transculturalanthropology" (Coronil 1995:xlii) that avoids confirming a Self-centered standpoint from which difference is turnedinto Otherness either throughSelf-confirming objectification or Self-questioning exoticization.
Labyrinths of the Imagination: The Truth of Power
In his discussion of the 1889 ParisianOrientalexhibition, Mitchell remarks
on the continuity between the exhibition and a world outside which looked like
an "extended exhibition." "This extended exhibition continued to present itself
as a series of mere representations,representing a reality beyond" (1988:10).
Borrowing an image from Jacques Derrida,he suggests that we may think of it
less as an exhibition thanas a kind of labyrinththat"includes in itself its own exits." Like Derrida,who once said that all of his subsequent writings "are only a
commentaryon the sentence abouta labyrinth,"Mitchell tells us thathis own essay also "should be read as a short additional comment on that sentence"
(1989:224).
There is an affinity between the idea of a labyrinth that includes not only
the maze but the exits leading beyond it, and the idea of a map thatrepresentsnot
only geography but history. Or, to offer an alternativereading, there is an affin-
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ity between a labyrinthwithout real exits to the world, which dissolves the distinction between the inside and the outside, and a map without real difference
from the world, which erases the distinction between representationandreality.
Indeed, Derrida acknowledges his intellectual debt to Borges, who plays with
epistemological paradoxes in his writings. Let us now returnto Borges's story
of the imperial map.
It is in the natureof paradoxesto elicit multiple readings. Jean Baudrillard
begins Simulations (1983) with a reading of the Borges map story as a parable
about simulation. He uses the story to argue that our age involves an epochal
breakin the relationshipbetween reality and representation.If previously maps
were taken as representationsof reality, now they are a means to generatereality. Thus, Borges's image of the tatteredmap may be read as a prefigurationof
the empire's decay. As Baudrillardputs it, "Simulationis no longer thatof a territory, a referentialbeing or a substance. It is the generationby models of a real
without origin or reality: a hyperreal.The territoryno longer precedes the map,
nor survives it. Henceforth it is the map that precedes the territory"(1983:2).
BaudrillardportraysMarxas a thinkerstill caught up in a world divided by a distinction between reality andrepresentation.Following his lead, Mitchell argues
that Marx held the illusion that by lifting the veil of mystification producedby
commodity fetishism one would find naked reality ready to be represented.
"Marxopposed to the imaginaryproductiveprocesses representedby these misunderstoodhieroglyphics the 'transparentand rationalform' in which the practical relations of everyday life should present themselves" (1988:180). This
means, for Mitchell, that "to the mechanisms of misrepresentationby which
power operates, Marx opposed a representationof the ways things intrinsically
are, in their transparentand rationalreality" (1988:18). Thus Marx's theory of
commodity fetishism was flawed, because in "revealingpower to work through
misrepresentations,it left representationitself unquestioned" (1988:18). The
crucial problem is that it expressed what for Mitchell is a central tenet of Western metaphysics: "It accepted absolutely the distinction between a realmof representationand the 'externalreality' which such representationspromise, rather
than examining the novelty of continually creating the effect of an 'externalreality' as itself a mechanism of power" (1988:18-19).
For Mitchell, power seems to be epochal ratherthan historical; it is the expression of an age, not of a particularsociety. Insofar as it has a specific social
referent, it works in Foucauldian fashion through capillary effects dispersed
throughoutsociety ratherthan being enacted as well by competing forms of organized human agency. In his concern "to question representation,"Mitchell
draws on Heidegger's examinationof objectification in the moder world, cast
in terms of epochal and existential categories, and cites him in his book's opening epigraph:"The fundamentalevent of the modern age is the conquest of the
world as picture" (1988:v). It is as "picture"that Baudrillardreads Borges's
map.15

Borges's story, however, could also be read as an allegory of power. From
this perspective it is about imperialpower-the power to constitute the Empire
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throughthe exercise of power and the ability to determinethe terms in which reality should be defined. It is not only about the truthof representationbut about
the representationof truth.It is aboutthe representationof power and the power
to represent,about the truthof power. In other words, it is about the connection
between knowledge and power and, more specifically, aboutthe relationshipbetween imperial power and imperial knowledge.
This readingpermits us to approachthe unresolved ambiguity in Said's critique of Orientalism, that is, the tension between the limits of Orientalistconstructs as necessarily incomplete representationsor as misrepresentationsthat
reflect unequalpower relations undercolonialism and imperialism.If one abandons the pursuit of the complete map-a map that coincides with reality point
for point-the fundamentalissue becomes not the existence of an unavoidable
gap between reality and representationbut the consequences of specific representations, or, in other words, the relationship between the representationand
constitution of social relations in specific societies. Marx's statement that "all
science would be superfluous if the form of appearanceof things directly coincided with their essence" (1981:956) calls attention not to a reality outside representationthat analysis can apprehenddirectly, but to the need to evaluate the
effects of existing representations and to contribute to developing more enabling ones.
By deconstructing the categories throughwhich European(primarilyBritish) capitalist society imagined itself, Marx intendedto understandthem but did
not hold the illusion that in so doing he could dispel theirpower. Theirhold over
people's consciousness could not be changed by reinterpretingthe world, only
by transformingit. These categories, he argued,are necessary mystifications because they are both true, in thatthey enter into the constitutionof social relations
in capitalist society, and false, in thatthey obscure their character.For example,
the idea that money "begets"money, thatmoney "grows"or "produces"interest
in banks, is a fetishistic mystification in that money does not in fact expand by
itself. Yet it is an accuratedepiction of what happens in capitalist society when
money is placed as capital in banks, where it is used as a means to capturevalue
produced elsewhere. Thus money does appear to grow in banks. This appearance, as well as the obscuring of the actual source of money's "growth,"is necessary for the constitution and legitimation of capitalist society.
For Marx, social life could be apprehendedas a "transparentand rational
form" not throughan epistemic act but throughsocial revolution: the overcoming of relations of domination.Transparencyworks in Marx's narrativeas a utopian standardby which one can evaluate existing forms of mystification on the
basis of their role in obscuring relations of power.
The religiousreflectionsof the realworldcan, in any case, vanishonly whenthe
practicalrelationsof everydaylife betweenmanand man,and man andnature,
andrationalform.The veil
generallypresentthemselvesto him in a transparent
is not removedfrom the countenanceof the social life-process, i.e. the process
of materialproduction,untilit becomesproductionby freelyassociatedmen,and
standsundertheirconsciousandplannedcontrol.[1981:173]
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Assuming that the social world has largely been defined from the perspective
of the powerful, Marx aspires to illuminate it from a less partial-or more
universal-standpoint. The humility of this epistemological aspiration is the
other side of its radical political ambition to create grounds of social equality
as the condition for the endless unfolding of universality. In my view, the aim
is not to create a transparentsocial world but to overcome conditions that lead
to the systemic obscuringof inequality and mystification of privilege in specific
social domains and that thus constrain the free development of all. Perry
Anderson comments that"a whole utopian tradition... assumes that a free and
equal society would be transparent.... If you actually had a socialist society
in which production,power, and culture were genuinely democratic,you would
have an enormous multiplication of different ways of living" (1988:336). By
being able to choose to live in ways that are suppressed under capitalism,
Anderson suggests, people would live in a complex, but accessible and intelligible, social world.
There is no exit from the lived world, only views from differentpositions
within it. It is as if the world were a labyrinth whose exits were entrancesinto
an expanding labyrinthand our maps not only modeled these labyrinthsbut also
created them. Thus, maps embody the imagination of the future,not only thatof
the past. The destiny of our journey also defines its trajectory.
History and the Fetishization of Geography
Borges's cartographersproduced maps for the emperor. Here I have discussed the often implicit maps of empire producedby invisible hands andreproduced, with varying degrees of critical distance, by critics of colonialism for the
metropolitan academic community and the public at large. I have focused on
how certain representationalpractices assume a privileged center-the Occident, the first world, the West, the Self-from which difference continues to be
defined as Otherness.WhetherOthernessis dissolved in the service of the Self,
subsumed within the Self, or celebrated in opposition to the Self, as in the three
modalities discussed here, is in this respect less significant thanits ongoing definition as a counterimageto a Self in need of confirmation, critique, or destabilization.
If in this discussion I have called attentionto the way these maps reinscribe
certain imperial boundaries,it is because, as Nicolas Guillen's poem suggests,
they do not sufficiently educate us to see forms of humanity"thatare not on the
map."If Occidentalismis an imperial malady, one of its major symptoms is the
ongoing reproductionof a colonial Self-Otherpolarity thatmystifies the present
as much as the past and obscures its potential for transformation.
In his last book, State, Power, Socialism (1978), Nicos Poulantzasargued
that states establish a "peculiarrelationship between history and territory,between the spatial and the temporalmatrix"(1978:114). Taking the nation as his
fundamentalunit, he characterizedthe unity of modernity in terms of the intersection of temporaland spatial dimensions: "nationalunity or modernunity becomes a historicity of a territoryand territorializationof a history" (1978:114).
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Before his death, Poulantzas was building on Lefebvre's pathbreakingwork La
production de l'espace (1974), which attemptsto integrate the study of geography with that of history and has inspired an importantbody of work by contemporarythinkerswho have also reactedagainst the historicist conception of space
as the static stage where time dynamically unfolds.16I wish now to bring this literatureto bear on Occidentalism through a brief commentary on Poulantzas's
insight.
Poulantzas's notion thatmodernityentails the territorializationof a history
and the historicization of a territory does not indicate how this interaction
works, but his wording gives the impression of a symmetricalexchange. Yet, the
prevailing understandingof history as fluid, intangible, and dynamic and of geography as fixed, tangible, and static suggests that modernity is constituted by
an asymmetricalintegrationof space and time. A telling example is Laclau's argument, in New Reflections on the Revolution of Our Time (1990), that space is
fundamentally static while time is dynamic.l7Paradoxically, therefore,the historicization of territoriestakes place throughthe obscuring of their history; territories are largely assumed as the fixed, naturalground of local histories. The
territorializationof histories, in turn, occurs throughtheir fixation in nonhistorical, naturalizedterritories.As a consequence, the histories of interrelatedpeoples become territorializedinto bounded spaces. Since these spaces appearas
being producednaturally,not historically, they serve to root the histories of connected peoples in separateterritoriesand to sever the links between them. Thus,
the illusion is created that their identities are the result of independenthistories
ratherthan the outcome of historical relations. There is a dual obscuring. The
histories of various spaces are hidden,'8 and the historical relations among social actors or units are severed.19
In other words, history andgeographyarefetishized. As with commodities,
the results of social-historical relations among peoples appearas intrinsicattributes of naturalized,spatialized, boundedunits. Although Poulantzasfocused on
nations, we could consider these units to be groups of nations or supranational
entities: the West, the Occident, the third world, the East, the South, as well as
localized intranationalsubunits, such as peasants, ethnic "minorities,""slum
dwellers," the "homeless," forms of "communalism,"and so forth. With the
generalization of commodity relations, modes of reification involved in commodity fetishism radiatefrom the realm of the production of things to the production of social identities. Typical markers of collective identities, such as
"territory,""culture,""history,"or "religion," appear as autonomous entities.
Identified by these markers,interconnectedpeoples come to lead separatelives
whose defining propertiesappearto emerge from the intrinsic attributesof their
"histories," "cultures," or "motherlands."As commodity fetishism becomes
deeply rooted in society, it works as a cultural schema that permeatesother sociocultural domains. As with commodities, the material, thinglike, tangible
form of geographical entities becomes a privileged medium to representthe less
tangible historical relations among peoples. Through geographic fetishism,
space is naturalizedand history is territorialized.Thus, the West is constituted
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as an imperialfetish, the imaginedhome of history's victors, the embodimentof
their power.
Every society representsother societies as partof the process of constructits
own collective identity, but each does so in ways that reflect its unique
ing
historical trajectoryand cultural traditions. What distinguishes Occidentalism
as an ethnocentricstyle of representationis that it is linked to the West's effective global dominance. While this linkage raises a numberof questions concerning the relationship between Western knowledge about the world and power
over it, it must be noted that this dominance is always partial and that it takes
place through processes of transculturationwhich also transform the West.
Westernization entails not the homogenization of the world's societies under
the force of capitalism but theirreciprocal transformationunderdiverse historical conditions. In this light, capitalism appearsnot as a self-identical system that
emanates from the West and expands to the peripherybut as a changing ensemble of worldwide relations that assumes different forms in specific regional and
national contexts.
Modernity and Occidentalism
The 19th-centurythinkers who insightfully examined the making of the
modern world before its categories became second natureinitiated a polemical
discussion of the relationshipbetween modernity and capitalism. Yet it is striking that even divergent ideological positions often coincide in their assumption
that the West is the source and locus of modernity. If we expand our focus so as
to bring the West and the non-West within a unified field of vision that encompasses the historical terrainof their mutualformation (for example, Cooper and
Stoler 1989), the modern world appears larger and more complex, formed by
universalizing and innovatingimpulses thatcontinuously redefine geographical
and culturalboundariesand set new against old, Self against Other.If the West
is involved in the creationof its obverse and the modernis unimaginablewithout
the traditional,the West's preoccupationwith alterity can be seen as being constitutive of modernity itself ratherthan as an incidental by-productof Western
expansionism. The examinationof Western representationsof Otherness,from
the perspective of a critique of Occidentalism, could then be encompassed
within an interrogationof why Othernesshas become such a peculiarly modern
concern.
Bourgeois modernityis tornby contradictorytendencies. Its universalizing
force is inseparably linked to expansive and yet exclusionary movements of
capital that polarize nations across the globe as well as people within societies.
Spurred by the pursuit of profit, capital's continuous transformationof economic relations dissolves established customs and makes obsolete the new, yet
its innovative force is constrainedby the structuresof privilege within which
novelty itself is produced. Commodities come to occupy a central place in the
formation of individual and collective life projects, generating forms of power
that rely on the possession and consumption of things. Through the medium of
things, modernity promises abundance and endless progress. This promise is
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fulfilled within conditions of inequality that redefine its meaning and is constrained by powerful interests that confine and condition its fulfillment. "Progress" is thus constituted througha contradictorymovement thaterodes and establishes boundaries, that releases and contains energies. The future, as a
modern construct, is rent by these tensions. The expansion of capital across
space and time entails the dissolution of barriersto "development"but also the
construction of walls against "disorder."While capital's expansion is the condition of its stability, stability is the condition of its expansion. In the modern
world, as Marx and Engels observed, "all that is solid melts into air,"but air itself is rendered solid, turned into anotherobject.
Premised on a teleology of progress, capitalist development is embodied in
reified institutions and categories. Culturalconstructs such as the West and the
third world come to acquire, like a commercialbrand,an independentobjective
existence as well as the semblance of a subjective life. As partof their social intercourse, these forms feed the collective imagination and participate in the
making of desires and needs, circulating as objects of libidinal attraction
(Bhabha 1986) and as subjects of political action that define the terms of political intercourse.As fetishes of modernity,these culturalformations standfor social powers by alienating them; parts replace wholes. The West comes to be
identified with leading capitalist nations, the economy with the market,democracy with universal elections, difference with Otherness.Embodying the contradictions of capitalist society, these formationshelp shape the landscape within
which, with mesmerizing allure despite its disruptive social consequences, capitalist arresteddevelopment parades as modern progress.
This map of modernity is being redrawnby global changes in culture, aesthetics, and exchange that are commonly associated with the emergence of postmodernity. These transformationshave multiple determinantsand expressions,
of which I can register only a few: the simultaneous integrationand fragmentation of social space through new forms of communication;the globalization of
market relations and financial networks; the shift from Fordism to flexible accumulation; the increasing tension between the national basis of states and the
global connections of national economies; and the growing polarization of social classes both domestically and internationally.20As a result of these changes,
familiar spatial categories are uprootedfrom their original sites and attachedto
new locations. As space becomes fluid, history can no longer be easily anchored
in fixed territories. While deterritorializationentails reterritorialization,this
process only makes more visible the social constructedness of space, for this
"melting"of space is met partly with the "freezing"of history. With the generalization of the commodity form, as Lukacs noted, "time sheds its qualitative,
variable, flowing nature;it freezes into an exactly delimited, quantifiable continuum filled with quantifiable 'things' ... in short, it becomes space"
(1971:90). This spatialization of time serves as the location of new social movements, as well as of new targets of imperialcontrol; it expands the realm of imperial subjection but also of political contestation.
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As a result of these transformations,contemporaryempires must now confront subalternsubjects within reconfiguredspaces at home and abroad, as the
Other, once maintainedon distant continents or confined to bounded locations
at home, simultaneously multiplies and dissolves. Collective identities are being defined in fragmentedplaces thatcannot be mapped with antiquatedcategories. The emergence of a new relationshipbetween history and geography may
permit us to develop a critical cartographyand to abandon worn imperial maps
shaded in black and white. Perhaps one day "their tattered fragments will be
found in the westernDeserts, shelteringan occasional Beast or beggar"(Borges
1970:90) or, in a world without beggars, an archaeologist of modernity.
Toward Nonimperial Geohistorical Categories
Daughter:Mom,Whydid all thosepeoplelose theirjobs?Will we be poortoo?
Mother:Becausethe factorieswheretheyworkedweremovedto placeswhereit's
cheaperto makecars, as often happenswhen capitalistscompeteto makemore
money.If we workedfor GMwe wouldhavea hardtimenow.
Daughter:Why can't we just say no to capitalism?Do you thinkin a few years
humanbeingsaregoingto be extinct?Is the worldgoingto be so pollutedthatif
thereis a God,Godwill say,"I'mtiredof all this"?Butif thathappens,therewon't
be any SantaClaus.I just can'timaginethereneverbeingany morepeoplein the
world,neverever.
-Dialogue betweenAndreaCoronil,10, andJulieSkurski,
that74,000 GM emfollowingthe televisedannouncement
ployeeswill lose theirjobs. AnnArbor,December18, 1991.
How can we articulate the future historically? In seeking to prefigure an
emancipatoryfuture,we may trackdown its marksin the tensions of the present.
As TerryEagleton argues, "a utopianthought that does not risk simply making
us ill is one able to trace within the presentthat secret lack of identity with itself
which is the spot where a feasible futuremight germinate-the place where the
future overshadows and hollows out the present's spurious repleteness"
(1990:25). WalterBenjamin, who sought to understandthe past in orderto find
within the present the seeds of a desirable future, asserted that
to articulatethe pasthistoricallydoes not meanto recognizeit "theway it really
was"(Ranke).It meansto seize holdof a memoryas it flashesup at a momentof
danger.... Only thathistorianwill have the gift of fanningthe sparkof hope in
the past who is firmly convincedthateven the dead will not be safe from the
enemyif he wins. And this enemyhas not ceasedto be victorious.[1969:255]
It may be thatonly thathistorianwho is convinced that the living cannot be
safe as long as the dead remain unburiedwill have the gift of fanning the spark
of hope in the future. "If you can write this," said a relative of peasants massacred in the town of Amparo,Venezuela, on the pretext thatthey were Colombian
guerrillas, "tell them that despite all the lies they [the powerful] will tell, they
won't be able to hide the truth.Sooner or later, the truthwill be known.... Even
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though those people may not believe it, the dead also speak"(personal communication, July 17, 1989). The dead speak in many ways. In February 1989 another massacre took place in Venezuela in which several hundredpeople were
killed following rioting against an IMF austerityprogram.The effort to exhume
the secret mass graves of the army's victims became the focus of popular struggle aroundthe massacre, as the government sought to prevent the bodies of the
victims from speaking of how they had met death.When the stakes of history are
high, the safety of the living rests on the voices of the dead who speak through
the actions of the living. Establishing this link across time, the Maya rebels of
the contemporary Zapatista movement in Mexico define their opposition
through a collective history, proclaiming, "Zapatalives, the struggle continues !" while their spokesperson SubcommanderMarcos underlines that the people who now speak "arethe dead people of always, those who have to die in order to live" (quoted in Poniatowska 1994).
The interactionbetween geography and history thus involves an exchange
not only between past and present but between present and future. Fanon, like
Marx, drew on the poetry of the futureto imagine a world in which the dead may
bury the dead so that the living may be freed from the nightmareof the past. Reflecting on his position as an African American, Henry Louis Gates expresses
the tension energizing an aspirationto identity informed by history and yet unconstrained by the past: "So I'm divided. I want to be black, to know black, to
luxuriatein whatever I might be calling blackness at any particulartime-but to
do so in orderto come out the otherside, to experience a humanitythat is neither
colorless, nor reducible to color" (1994:xv). It is also in the spirit of freeing the
living into the future that CarolynSteedmanconcludes her powerful analysis of
working-class longing, in which after illuminating everyday formations of desire within working-class culture she calls "for a structureof political thought
that will take all of this, all these secret and impossible stories, recognize what
has been made out on the margins; and then, recognizing it, refuse to celebrate
it; a politics that will, watching this past, say 'So What?' and consign it to the
dark"(1987:144).
As the future flashes up to a child in the form of a disenchanted, inhospitaand
ble,
depopulated world, the safety of those who follow us comes to depend
as well on the poetry of the present.
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1. The gender bias of this utopian image shows that utopian visions, however
universal in their intent, are necessarily saturatedby the history they seek to overcome
and limited by the local position from which they are enunciated.
2. Like Mignolo's "pluritopical"and Shohat's and Stam's "polycentric,"I use here
"decentered"as a sign of relationality and differentiation among human communities
(Mignolo 1995; Shohat and Stam 1994).
3. Pletsch insightfully discusses the genesis of the three worlds taxonomy and its
ideological characteras a primitive system of classification (1981).
4. After I presented this paperat the Power Conference, Michigan (January1992),
I read an article by Carrierwhere he makes various useful distinctions: "ethno-Orientalism," by which he means "essentialist renderings of alien societies by members of
those societies themselves"; "ethno-Occidentalism,"which refers to "essentialist renderings of the West by members of alien societies"; and "Occidentalism,"by which he
means "the essentialistic rendering of the West by Westerners"(1992:198-199). Carrier's classification helps us recognize various approachesto this general topic, such as
Chen 1992; Keesing 1982; and Nader 1989. Carrier'sattemptto analyze the process of
producing of Orientalist representations, and to relate dialectically representations of
Otherness to representationsof the West, parallels my own aims in this article.
5. Amin defines Eurocentrism as "an essential dimension of the ideology of
capitalism" (1989:ix) and explains his choice of this term over others, including
"occidentalocentrism"(1989:xii-xiii).
6. Armstrong (1990) uses the term "Occidentalism" to refer to the "effects" of
Orientalism on Western selves. I see these effects as one dimension of Occidentalism,
as I define it here.
7. For discussions that highlight the contributionsof some of the works I examine
in this section, see the reviews of Wolf's work by Asad (1987) and Roseberry (1989).
The readermay find instructivethe caustic exchange between Taussig (1989) and Mintz
and Wolf (1989), as well as that between Taussig (1987a) and his critics in Social
Analysis (1986). For my discussion of Todorov's book, see Coronil 1989.
8. The excellent reviews by Asad (1987) and Roseberry (1989), although in
dialogue with a Marxist tradition,do not note this absence.
9. This perspective informs my work on state formation in Venezuela, an oil
exporting nation (Coronil and Skurski 1982, 1991). I discuss elsewhere the significance
of the shift from a binaryto a triadic dialectic thatI have outlined here (Coronil in press).
10. Ortiz integrated poetic and historical narratives in Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar in order to evoke the presence of Cuba's major export products
throughoutCubanhistory (1995). For a discussion of his treatmentof commodities and
of the relevance of his book for postcolonial critique, see Coronil 1995.
11. Given neoclassic economics' selective construction of its ancestry, it may be
useful to rememberthat an approachto price formation grounded in the production of
value occupied a central place in A. Smith 1976 (chaps. 4-6) and Ricardo 1983 (chaps.
1-5).
12. Quotedin Rother 1994. It should be noted that in consulting the United Nations
priorto invading Haiti, Clinton was the first U.S. presidentto seek internationalapproval
in advance for intervening in the nation's strategically defined periphery. He thus
implicitly recognized that the U.S. does not have exclusive rights over the Western
Hemisphere, as long defined by the Monroe doctrine. Gaddis Smith, authorof The Last
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Yearsof the Monroe Doctrine, sees in this remarka sharpreversal of policy. "TheUnited
States has recognized that threats to peace and security in the Western Hemisphere are
as much for consideration by the Security Council as threats to peace and security in
Korea or the Balkans" (quoted in Sciolino 1994). This change shows how an imperial
map of the modem world, in which metropolitancenters had their well-defined "backyards," is being redrawnby newer imperialforces which are compressing global space
and reconfiguring the spatial referents of "postmodern"empires.
13. Taussig is critical of the works by Mintz and Wolf I discuss here, for in his
opinion they reproduce, rather than counter by conjuring up an alternative reality,
capitalism's "phantom objectivity" (1989:11). His Colonialism, Shamanism, and the
Wild Man (1987b) unsettles the dichotomy that informs his analysis in The Devil and
CommodityFetishism in SouthAmerica (1980) by showing how "civilizing" conquerors
and "wild" conquered have woven a web of mutually defining relations and representations. For a fuller discussion, see Coronil 1988.
14. Said argues for a "contrapuntalperspectivism" in Culture and Imperialism
(1993). For an earlier expression of this perspective that pays particularattention to the
play of power in economic and cultural relations, see Ortiz 1995.
15. Interestingly, Baudrillardalso suggests that this story could be interpretedas
"an allegory of the Empire"(1983:2). But he does little with this insight, except to relate
it to the "imperialism"of present day simulatorswho try to make the real coincide with
their simulation models. Essentially, the map remains a trope with which to discuss
epistemological rather than political questions, although this distinction, of course, is
one of degree.
16. For example, works producedby political geographers(Entrikin 1991; Harvey
1989; Smith 1990; and Soja 1989), literarycritics (Jameson 1984), and social philosophers (de Certeau 1988; Foucault 1980).
17. Massey offers a persuasive critique of Laclau's conservative understandingof
space and develops an important argumentconcerning the relationship between time
and space (1992).
18. For this discussion, I find useful de Certeau's conception of "space" as a
"practicedplace" (1988:117).
19. This point is supportedby the pioneering work of African and African American scholars who have discussed the erasure of links between Greece and Africa in
dominant historiography (for example, Diop 1974) as well as by Martin Beral's
forceful argument in Black Athena (1987).
20. For a lucid discussion of central issues in the study of globalization and
transnationalism,see Rouse 1995.
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